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KA HALE A KE OLA (KHAKO)

Aloha Beloved Community,

“THE HOUSE THAT BRINGS LIFE”

From our humble beginnings in 1986, to opening a shelter for homeless
women and babies, to the present, KHAKO has been a long-term resource center
on the island of Maui that helps our community members who have no habitable
place to live, those who are unsheltered and homeless. Our programs have a
comprehensive range of services to empower families and individuals to overcome
the complex challenges that can often lead to homelessness.
KHAKO’s mission is to break the cycle of homelessness in our community.
Through our emergency shelter and training programs (budgeting classes and
employment support services), social service referrals, primary care medical clinic
and facilities for childcare, KHAKO is a lifeline to the homeless and hungry on Maui.
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SUCCESS STORY:

A SHINING EXAMPLE
Being a single mother can be
daunting. It can often seem there
is no way out, especially when it
involves an abusive relationship.
Couple that with raising three sons
and juggling two jobs, “Lisa” came
to us after a breaking point to
escape a 12-year relationship
involving domestic violence. At that
time, she made the courageous
decision to leave her abusive
partner and seek help. Through
her journey she experienced
the real struggle of trying to find
housing when you don’t have
adequate income – sleeping in
their vehicle and sleeping on the
floor of friends’ homes. Despite
these challenges Lisa entered
KHAKO in hopes of bettering her
life. She worked through the steps
of the program and always pushed
herself to move forward, always
striving towards her goal of
permanent housing for her and
her three boys. Lisa is a shining
example of hard work paying off
with a move into permanent
housing official in April 2022.
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No task is too big when done together by all.
‘Ōlelo No’eau: Hawaiian Proverbs & Poetical Sayings by Mary Kawena Pukui (‘ŌN 142)
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COMPASSION to malama (care for) others with kindness and empathy,
expecting nothing in return.
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PROGRAMS & SERVICES
SHELTERS FOR FAMILIES AND INDIVIDUALS

•

We help people of any gender identity or expression, race, ethnicity, size,
nationality, sexual orientation, ability level, religion, elder status, family structure,

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

culture, subculture, political opinion, identity, and self-identification
Housing focused program and case management
Youth services
Permanent housing preparation
Budgeting classes

KA LA HIKI OLA MOBILE
HYGIENE UNIT
Used to offer homeless individuals
in South Maui with services to
enhance their quality of life,
identifying needs and providing
referrals to homeless shelter
service and permanent housing
in an effort to reduce homelessness
in the Kihei area.

Rental unit maintenance and retention classes

MEDICAL RESPITE
SHELTER

Referrals for mental health help

Post-hospital recovery for the

Referrals for substance use challenges

medically fragile, an alternative for

Employment support services

RENTAL ASSISTANCE PROGRAM

SUCCESS STORY:
LIVE & PROSPER

Sometimes it seems like bad luck
comes in waves. In May 2020, “Roger”
returned to the shelter shortly after
a 45-day stay in the Respite Shelter.
He was one of the first shelter
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DIVERSION RESOURCE REFERRALS
Helping those in need with resources to avoid shelter stays.

SOBER LIVING
PROGRAM
Units dedicated to the formerly
incarcerated who are homeless,
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though many of the waitlists were
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VETERANS’ SHELTER
AND HOUSING
ASSISTANCE
Shelters homeless veterans
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solutions, health care and
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he can live and prosper on his own
with thanks to the help from the
staff at KHAKO.

THE IMPACT OF HOUSELESSNESS

KHAKO’s mission is to break the cycle of homelessness in our community. Through our shelters and life
skills classes, community social service referrals, on-site primary care medical clinics, and facilities for
childcare and pre-school, KHAKO is a lifeline to the homeless and hungry on Maui.

MAUI COUNTY HOMELESS POPULATION AT A GLANCE
*STATE FISCAL YEAR 2021 (JULY 1, 2020 TO JUNE 30, 2021)

YOUR DONATION MAKES A WORLD OF
DIFFERENCE TO OUR COMMUNITY
THE METRICS THAT MATTER, YEAR BY YEAR

DONATE ONLINE AND KEEP UP-TO-DATE AT KHAKO.ORG

$25 – Will feed dinner to a family.
$50 – Will provide towels, bedding, and pillows for a family at the shelter.
$100 – Buys medical supplies for wound care and infections to help the
		 unsheltered using the Mobile Hygiene Unit.

$250 – Covers a shelter night for individuals or a family.
$500 – Covers maintenance and repairs that assure rapid turnover of shelter
		 housing units for the next family in need of emergency housing.

“Breaking the Cycle of Homelessness”

Data metrics above provided by Bridging The Gap.

CENTRAL CENTER

WESTSIDE CENTER

670 Waiale Road

15 Ipu ‘Aumakua Lane

Wailuku, HI 96793

Lahaina, HI 96761

(808) 242-7600

(808) 662-0076

W W W . K H A K O . O R G

670 Waiale Road
Wailuku, HI 96793

You can help break the
cycle of homelessness...

